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Know you have a pest
before using a pesticide.

Take time
to read the label.

Most insects, spiders and
mites do no damage. In
fact, some are beneficial
because they attack and
kill pest species. Even an insect
species or plant disease that is normally considered to be a pest does
no damage unless it has exceeded
your personal tolerance for damage. Many weeds can be easily
removed without using a pesticide; others are very difficult
to control. You need to identify the species causing
damage before you begin
to consider what control
measure to use. If you
do not know ask an expert. The expert may be
a Cooperative Extension Agent,
a master gardener, a trained sales
person at the garden store, or an experienced gardener next door.

All pesticide labels have vital information you should know before using the product. No pesticide takes
care of all pests; that is why there
are so many pesticides.
The label lists the specific insects,
weeds or plant diseases it is effective against. If the pest or plant you
have is not listed on the label, you
have the wrong pesticide and you
should not use it. Read all the instructions every time you use a pesticide; you may have forgotten or
missed something important.
Pesticides that give rates in pounds
per 100 gallons or pounds per acre
are not formulations manufactured
for home owners. Serious errors
can be made in rates, they are usually more toxic than home owner
materials, and the size of container
is so large that you will not use it
up before the pesticide becomes
ineffective.
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The Pesticide Label

Mixing and applying
pesticides

♦ Read and follow label directions
before applying any pesticide.
♦ Remove all children, pets, or anyone not involved in the treatment
from the area and keep them away
until the spray has dried or for as
long as the label directs.
♦ Remove food, children’s toys, pet
food, or pet dishes from the area
before using a pesticide. Close
the windows and doors before
treating near your house.
♦ Protect your skin by wearing
clothing that covers your feet,
legs, arms, and hands while mixing, handling, or using pesticides.
Wear special clothing if required
by the label.
♦ If you spill concentrated pesticides on your clothing during
mixing, change clothes immediately and wash your exposed skin
with soap and water. Discard
clothing by putting it in a plastic
bag in the trash.
♦ Use a separate set of equipment
for applying pesticides. Mark
cups, spoons, cans, and stir rods
that you use exclusively for mixing pesticides and keep them in a
pesticide storage area so they will
never be used for food items
again. Use a separate sprayer for
weed killers and one for insecticides and plant disease sprays.
Some weed killers leave a residue in the sprayer even after it has
been rinsed that can damage plant
foliage. Clean all equipment after each use.
♦ Do not use a pesticide when the
wind may blow it on you, a susceptible plant, animal pens, patios, playpens, neighbors, or other
places you do not want pesticides.
♦ Do not smoke, drink, or eat while
applying pesticides. Wash hands
before going to the toilet.

♦ Do not apply pesticides after
transplanting during the heat of
the day when the plants may be
stressed.
♦ Do not use outdoor pesticides inside the house.
♦ When you have finished an application while still wearing the
prescribed safety equipment,
clean the sprayer, measuring
spoons, pails, cans, and stirrers
you have used and place them in
the pesticide storage area.
♦ When you have finished the application, change clothes and
wash them before wearing them
again. Wash separately, line dry.
Run the washer with soap and
water with no clothes after washing the pesticide contaminated
clothing. If you have spilled concentrated pesticide on your clothing, destroy the clothing.
♦ Take a shower immediately after
applying pesticides. Be sure to
wash hair and bathe thoroughly,
including cleaning under fingernails.

Disposal

♦ When you are through spraying,
if you have excess pesticide, spray
it on a plant listed on the label.
Do not pour it down the drain.
Pesticides may be harmful to the
beneficial organisms in your septic tank or the city sewage treatment plant. Plan ahead; mix only
what you need. It is better to mix
less than you need and mix another batch than to have leftover
spray.
♦ When a container that has held a
spray able pesticide is empty rinse
it 3 times by filling the container
one third full of water, shaking it
well, then pouring the water in the
spray tank to be sprayed on target pests. These triple-rinsed containers can be placed in the trash
for disposal. Never reuse pesti-

cide containers because they
will not be totally clean and
someone or something may be
injured from the residues.
♦ When a pesticide container is
empty, wrap it in newspaper and
place it in the garbage can or take
it to a collection site.
♦ Never use or dispose of an aerosol or pressurized container near
heat or flame or puncture them
because they might explode.

Spilled Pesticides

♦ When cleaning wear the protective equipment suggested by the
container label.
♦ Spilled pesticides are dangerous
to people, animals, and pets.
When you have a spill, contain it
with a barrier of sawdust, kitty
liter, sweeping compound, or
soil.
♦ Clean the spill immediately to
prevent problems with stains and
odors.
♦ If the spill is inside, open doors
and windows to ventilate the area.
♦ Sweep the barrier material toward
the middle of the spill to soak it
up, pick it up with a dust pan,
place it into doubled plastic bags,
seal it, place it in the trash.
♦ Scrub the surface with a mixture
of water and household detergent,
repeat until all traces of the pesticide are gone, place cleaning materials into a sealed plastic bag
and place it in the trash.
♦ Do not hose down the surface
until you have cleaned it thoroughly.

Pesticide Storage

♦ Always keep pesticides in their
original container with their label
attached. Pesticides stored in
food or drink bottles may severely injure or kill an unsuspecting child or other person. It

is illegal to store pesticides in anything except their original container.
♦ Storage shelves should be strong
enough to hold the pesticides,
preferably locked or high enough
so children cannot reach them.
♦ Chemicals should be stored in a
well ventilated, cool, dark place
where they will not freeze. Heat

breaks down the active ingredient and freezing causes the pesticide to separate from its carrier.
Store pesticides in a tool shed or
outbuilding rather than an attached garage or basement because many pesticides have an
objectionable odor.
♦ To avoid storing pesticides, buy
the smallest amount available to
do the job each year.
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